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Objective/Learning Target:  
Lesson 30, Part 8

Students will be able to determine what their multiple 
intelligence learning styles are.    



Warm-Ups:

Has anyone ever asked you if you are right-brain dominant or
left-brain dominant. Do you know the answer? 

What about your multiple intelligence learning styles? Do you know what this 
means? Do you know the different types of these learning styles? By knowing 
your learning styles, how do you think it can help
you to learn easier, faster and better? 

Click on the One-Minute Timer and
write as much as you know
about both of these topics. 

One-Minute Timer 

https://timer.onlineclock.net/timers/1minute/


Lesson Introduction/Background Information:
Knowing more about your brain.

Left-brain vs. Right-brain
I’m sure you’ve heard of people being left-brain dominant or right-brain dominant. The theory is that 
people are either left-brained or right-brained, meaning that one side of their brain is dominant. If 
you're mostly analytical and methodical in your thinking, you're said to be left-brained. If you tend to be 
more creative or artistic, you're thought to be right-brained. Is this for real? Are we all either right-brain 
or left-brain? Are you right-brain or left-brain? Let’s find out more about this. 
Seven types of Multiple Intelligences 
Did you know there are seven different types of intelligences? They are:
Linguistic-- words and language
Logical-Mathematical --logic and numbers
Musical -- music, sound, rhythm
Bodily-Kinesthetic -- body movement control
Spatial-Visual -- images and space
Interpersonal -- other people's feelings
Intrapersonal -- self-awareness
Do you know what your top learning intelligences are? Let’s learn more. 



Practice:

Left-brain vs. Right-brain -- which one are you?

Let’s take the following tests and find out if you are left-brain dominant or 
right-brain dominant. Click on the link Are You Right Or Left Brain Dominant? 
Personality Test. While you’re taking the test, right down your answers so you 
can determine your outcome at the end of the video. Once you have finished 
the video and test, try taking the second test and see if your outcomes are the 
same. Click on the image to take the test.

1. Did your tests have the same outcome?
2. What were your outcomes?
3. Did it prove you correct on what type of

dominant-sided brain you think you have?

https://youtu.be/VY0E01G6ZWE
https://youtu.be/VY0E01G6ZWE
https://braintest.sommer-sommer.com/en/index.html


Practice:

Let’s find out more about the left-brain dominant side and the right-side 
dominant brain. Watch the videos Do We Have Left or Right Brain 
Personalities? and The Left Brain vs. Right Brain Myth. 

After watching the videos, what are your two main takeaways?
1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
3.   Does the information from the videos support the outcomes of your 
dominant brain tests? ____________________________________________
Why or why not?________________ ________________________________
4. Is there really such a thing as being left-brain dominant and right-brain 
dominant? _____________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/yE6VTvxkhFs
https://youtu.be/yE6VTvxkhFs
https://youtu.be/ZMSbDwpIyF4


Practice:

Now that you’ve learned that having a left side vs. right side dominant brain is just 
a myth, let’s find out more information about your brain that is factual. Let’s learn 
what multiple intelligence learning styles you have. Remember, there are seven 
different styles. Read the directions on the 
assessment, answer the quick 56 questions
honestly and discover the results.

 Click here.

https://www.literacynet.org/mi/assessment/findyourstrengths.html


Self Assessment: 
When you finish the assessment, your results will look something like this, only 
your scores will be different. It will show the score on each one of the 
different intelligences. Be sure and click on the word “Practice” to provide 
more information.

Now that you know your learning styles, you can go to Howard Gardner's 
Multiple Intelligences website to learn about the learning styles and how it will 
help you to be able to learn much faster, better and easier. 

https://www.businessballs.com/self-awareness/howard-gardners-multiple-intelligences/#breakdown
https://www.businessballs.com/self-awareness/howard-gardners-multiple-intelligences/#breakdown


Extend Your Learning/Continued Practice:

Ask other family member to take the Multiple Intelligence Learning Styles to 
determine what their top learning styles are. 
**Are they similar to your learning styles? How are they similar? 

Learn even more about your brain by watching the next two videos. Is it true that 
we only use 10% of our brains? How much do we actually use? Why do you think 
some people are left-handed and others aren’t? What determines that? 
Enjoy!

What percentage of your brain do you use?

Why are some people left-handed?

https://youtu.be/5NubJ2ThK_U
https://youtu.be/TGLYcYCm2FM

